
 

Nursery 

Ms. Rita’s Classroom  

 

Phase 1 Letters and Sounds  

We are now in the Aspect 5 of 

Phase 1. In this aspect, we  focus 

on developing understanding of   

alliteration or words that have the 

same beginning sound. The      

purpose of our activities is to help 

tune the children’s ears to the relationships         

between the sound structures of words. 

Maths 

We have been learning about 

numbers 1-20.  Our activities 

are singing number songs 

and rhymes, crafting, hunting, 

matching, sorting numbers, and  more. Our goal is 

to be able to start recognizing these numbers,     

understand that numbers have order, and relate or 

express numbers to quantities. But before all of 

that, we want to familiarize ourselves with counting 

from 1-20 first. We want to make sure that the    

children will be able to count different things like 

toys, objects in the pictures and movements like 

claps and jumps correctly.  

Topics 

We have recently finished the    

topics “Colours and Shapes”. This 

month, we are going to work on the 

topic “Letters”. In this topic, we aim 

to name the letters in the alphabet, learn words that begin 

with the letter and learn the individual letter sounds. The 

experience that the children will gain in this topic should 

help them understand that there are predictable           

relationships between sounds and letters. Our activities 

include songs, arts and crafts,  play and a lot more. 

Other topics that we have finished are: I am Special,   

Animals and Nursery Rhymes.   

Dear Parents/Guardians, 

It’s good to have the children back face to face after the online class and the holidays. The children have come a 

long way and they are doing better in class. We are hoping that this new year will be a better year for everyone. 

Thank you parents for your support. Here’s an update on what we have been learning in class: 

Sports Day– Thursday, Feb 18 

Inset Day– Friday, Feb 19 

Term Break– Feb 22-26 


